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A bias-adjusted maximum likelihood estimator (mle), which has been shown to 
possess certain optimality criteria as an estimate of 6 (see Ghosh, J. K., 
Sinha, B. K., and Joshi, S. N. (1982). In Statistical Decision Theory and Related 
Topics III (S. S. Gupta and J. 0. Berger, Eds.), Vol. 1, pp. 403-456. Academic Press, 
Orlando, FL) is compared with Rao’s statistic as a test statistic for the standard 
two-sided testing problem. It is shown that Rao’s statistic is locally superior to 
any bias-adjusted mle in the sense of Chandra and Joshi (1983, Sankhyti Ser. A 
45 226246). A second interpretation of a conjecture of C. R. Rao is proposed 
and Rao’s statistic is shown to be superior as a test statistic according to the new 
interpretation as well. The last fact provides an interesting supplement to the 
results of Chandra and Joshi (1983, Sankhyti Ser. A 45 226-246). Furthermore, 
a partial reason for the inferiority of the likelihood ratio and Wald’s statistic 
to Rao’s statistic is supplied and certain regularity assumptions of the last 
paper are eliminated. Finally, the local powers of certain modified versions of 
Rao’s and Wald’s statistics (see Skovgaard, I. M. (1985). Ann. Statist. 13 534-551) 
are studied. 0 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let { Xn} be a sequence of iid random vectors with a common density 
f(x; O), where 8 takes values in a non-empty open subset of the real line; 
we shall assume that the support of f(x; 0) is free from 8. Consider the 
problem of testing HO: 0 = 8, versus H, : 19 # 8,; we shall assume that 
0, = 0. Let 
‘iE2 (1 l”gftxi; e)-C l”gf(xi; d,,). 
2 
nE=(ni)-’ (CDlogf(xi;e,) ) 
/ 
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here 0 is the maximum likelihood estimator (mle) of 8 based on the first n 
observations (x,, . . . . x,), D is the operator a/% and 
40) = Eo(D logf(J’, ; fl))‘, z= z(e,), z, = Z(B). 
Assume that E, (D log f(X,; 0,)) =O, O<Z< co. For the above testing 
problem, three commonly used tests are based on the critical regions 
{~i>~?,~>, i= 1,2, 3, (1.1) 
where c1 denotes the (approximate) level of significance, 0 < tl < 1, and 
xf, a is the upper a-point of the chi-square distribution with 1 degree of 
freedom. The statistics $,, i = 1,2, 3, have been proposed by Neyman and 
Pearson (1928), Rao (1948), and Wald (1943), respectively (see [ 11, 
pp. 347-3521). It has been shown by Chandra and Joshi [3] that (i) it is 
possible to get “asymptotically locally unbiased” (up to o(n-‘)) versions of 
the critical regions (1.1) (by introducing “perturbations” of the boundaries 
of these regions) whose sizes are comparable up to o(n-‘) and whose local 
powers agree up to o(n -‘j2) and (ii) the power of the modified Rao’s test is 
“locally” larger than those of the other two (modified) tests for reasonable 
values of cr; hence the conclusion of Peers [9] (see also [7]) that the local 
powers of the critical regions (1.1) are not comparable up to o(n -I’*) is of 
little interest. Chandra and Mukerjee [4] have extended (ii) by showing 
that the modified Rao’s test has larger local power than those of a certain 
family of tests. In this paper we shall follow [3] in choosing the cut-off 
points of the test statistics. 
Since it is well known that a bias-adjusted mle is a “good” estimator of 8 
(for precise statements, see [6] and its references), it is worthwhile to 
investigate the relative performance of a bias-adjusted mle and (the square 
root of) Rao’s statistic as test statistics in the sense of [3]. Since a bias- 
adjusted mle is of the form 
0 + n-‘12t,(t9) + n-‘t,(d), (1.2) 
where t, and t, are suitable real-valued functions, we consider here the 
family of all statistics of the form (1.2); we shall assume that the functions ti 
are sufliciently smooth in a neighbourhood of 8,. Consider now the set A, 
described in (3.2) [3, p. 2361; since it is valid to expand each t,(8) around 
B0 in the Taylor series on A,, we need only compare 
B* + n-‘l*e, O* + n-‘(e,8* + e,(B*)*), (O* = (nZ)‘12 0) (1.3) 
with Rao’s statistic, where the ei are arbitrary constants free from n 
(statistics of the form (1.3) will be called perturbed mle’s); using the expan- 
sion of n”*o given on p. 236 of [3] with 6 = 0, it is easy to verify that we 
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are led to the following family B of the sequence (2, > of statistics, where 
U, = Ie3’*, u3 = u5 = 0 (recall that ui # 0 for all statistics of the form A!,, 1:). 
For each (A,,} in 9, there exist a sequence {B,} of sets and a sequence 
{ W,) of statistics such that 
P,JB,) = 1 + o(n-‘) for each real S, (1.4) 
n,=(W,)“+o(n-1) on B,, (1.5) 
where 8, = B,, + on -‘I2 and 
W,=H,Z~1i2+n~‘~2[v,H~H~+v2H~+v3H~ 
+u,H,+~~H~]+~-~[~,H,H~+~,H~H, 
+Y~H:+Y~H:H~+YSH,H:+Y~H: 
+Y,H~H~+Y~H:+Y~H:+Y~~H,+Y~~H~I, (1.6) 
Hi = n ~ *I2 
( 
1 D’ logf(x,; 0,) - nm; 
1 
, (1.7) 
i 
mi(@)=&(Dilogf(x,; en mi = mi(e,) (1.8) 
(i= 1,2, 3), the vi and yi being arbitrary constants which are free from n, a 
and 6. It will be shown that the inclusion of the terms involving u3 and u5 in 
(1.6) enables one to get a wide class of “asymptotically locally unbiased” 
(up to o(n-‘)) tests with large local powers; it can be shown that the local 
power does not depend on the terms of order n ~ ’ even if one replaces the 
third term of the right side of (1.6) by 
n-’ cyi,j,k H’, HJ;Hi, 
where the summation is taken over all non-negative integers i, j, k such 
that i +j + k < 3. It should be noted that the above family 9 of statistics 
has the desired property of being closed under perturbations of the form 
(1.3). It is clear that the desired comparison cannot be made from the results 
of [3,4]; moreover, the important facts (A) to (F) of [3] (see pp. 233-235) 
and certain identities of Section 4 of [3] do not necessarily hold for the 
above family of tests. It follows from Section 3 that the modified Rao’s test 
is locally superior (in the sense of [3]) to any test based on a statistic in 5 
and that there is no test based on such statistics which is superior to Rao’s 
test for all values of 6, the common size of the tests being held fixed. In fact, 
for each real 6, we have shown that 
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P: - P, = 4 ) 6) I”‘& - ) 6 / Z”2)[f&B, 
+ ) 6 / I- “‘C, B3 + I*$,( 1 - B,) B, 
- B,(z2y3?2 - 16) z-“2C,B,)], (1.9) 
provided certain regularity conditions hold (see Section 3); here P$, P, are 
respectively the coefficients of n-l in the powers under 8, of the (both- 
sided) tests based on the square roots of Ai and A,, 
v=u, +2L+,z-’ (1.10) 
B, = VzZ”’ + sign(b) v5, B, = VZZ’!~ - sign( 6) v5, 
B,=(B,-$161Z~“2)2, B, = ( B4 + 4 ) 6 1 I- 1’2)2, (1.11) 
B, = exp( - 22 16 ( Z’12), B, = 2Z2y;0v: - $62Z-‘, 
C=L,,, +3L,, +L,, 
C,=CL,,z-‘+m~,-L,,,-2Ll,,-L2,-L02, 
(1.12) 
L,, = E,[hfhjh$h;], 
hi = D’ logS(X, 0,-J, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
L,, = Ljk, 2 Lj= L,, L, = LiO, 
i(t) = (2rc)if2 exp( -r2/2), 
ys0=[z(L,2-zz)-L;,]“2z-3’2, 
z is the upper (a/2)-point of a normal deviate and primes stand for differen- 
tiation with respect to 8 at BO. It follows that “optimal” test statistics in 9 
must satisfy (under the assumption that ysO > 0) 
v=o, vj=ug=o if C,=O; (1.13) 
then the powers of the tests based on A, and AZ are identical up to o(n.‘). 
The condition that V= 0 is violated by the statistics A,!,, Ai and their 
anaiogues discussed in Section 4; we have thus shown a partial reason for the 
inferiority of the likelihood ratio and Wald’s statistics to Rao’s statistics; if 
v, # 0, then one must take v3 so that V= 0. Furthermore, the test statistics 
for which V vanishes are “asymptotically locally unbiased” up to o(n-‘) and 
have local powers larger than the statistics of the form At, Ai for all 
sufficiently small cr; also these statistics lie outside the family of statistics 
considered by [4] unless v3 = vq = v5 - 0. Condition (1.13) is equivalent to 
requiring that W,, depend only on H, up to terms of order (n -‘12). One 
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may note that if ye0 = 0, then the powers of both the tests are identical up 
to o(n-‘), provided CI =O. 
To make the notion of “optimality” precise, we shall first fix some 
notation and definition. Let v be the square root of Ai, i.e., 
e = (nl) - “2 c D logf(x< ; e,). (1.14) 
If g is a polynomial of a single variable x and r is a non-negative integer, then 
g(r) will stand for the coefficient of x’ in g(x). Let {A,,) be a sequence of 
statistics such that there exist a sequence (B, > of sets and a sequence W,, of 
statistics satisfying (1.4), (1.5) and the following conditions (Cl) and (C2). 
(Cl) There exist constants bi, ci, bf, c:, di and ei for i= 1, 2 such that 
each is free from n and 6, the di are polynomials in z of degree at most 2 and 
for each real 6 we have 
P,n(WW,>z+n-“2b, +n-‘c,) 
= P,n(q>z+n-‘/2b:+n-‘c:) 
s 
K 
= ;~5,,,2 4(t) dt + &n-1’24(z - 61”*) 
x [6d, + 6z(L, - 3C) I-’ + d2(3L,, -t L,) I- “2] 
+n-1$(2-6Z’i2)[e,+O(6)]+o(n-1), (1.15) 
P,n(W,< -z+n-“*b,+n-‘c2) 
=PBn(cYz< -z+n-“2b:+n-‘cz) 
= s zy 6,,,2 d(t) dt + $n ~ “2 4(z + 6Z”2) 
x [-6d2 + &(L, - 3C) I-’ - 6*(3L,, + L,) F2] 
+ n-‘f$(z + aZ’/*)[e, + O(S)] + o(n-‘). (1.16) 
Remark 1.1. The requirement that the dj be polynomials in z of degree 
at most 2 comes from the fact that the coefftcient of n-l” of the Edgeworth 
expansion under 8, of a statistic like W,, is (4(z) times) a polynomial of 
degree at most 2; from this point of view, one needs only consider the 
special case 
4(j) = d*(j) for j=O,2, d,(l)= -d*(l). (1.17) 
Chandra and Joshi [ 3 3 consider the further special case when di( j) = 0 for 
i = 1,2 and j = 1,2. We treat here the general case since the power of many 
interesting tests can then be obtained from Sections 2 and 3. 
To state condition (C2), denote the power at 6, of the both-sided test 
based on W,, by 
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P n, 6. x =Pe”(W,)z+n~li2bl+n-‘c, or (-~+n-“~b,+.~ic,) 
= P()+n-“zP, +n’P,(6, a)+o(K’), (1.18) 
say (here P,, P, and P,(6, a) are free from n); define, similarly, Pt. 6, I and 
Pi(6, a) by replacing W, by c in (1.18). 
(C2) The expression 
s, = a*(P;(s, a) - P,(6, a))/&F at 6=0 
is #(z) times an odd polynomial in z of degree at most 3. We say that Rae’s 
statistic is locally superior to 1, as a test statistic if for all sufficiently 
small M, 
lim (Pz(& a) - P,(6, 01))/h2 > 0. 
6-O 
(1.19) 
We say that the statistic A,, is inferior to Rao’s statistic in the sense (I) if 
lim (z3&z)))’ S, > 0, (1.20) 
a-0 
and it is inferior to Rao’s statistic in the sense (II) tf the left side of 
Inequality (1.20) is zero and 
S, 3 0 for all a. (1.21) 
It follows from [3 3 that A!, and 12 are inferior to Rao’s statistic in the sense 
(I), provided certain regularity conditions hold and the Efron curvature at 
eo, yea, is positive (see also Remark 1.2, below); the same conclusion holds 
for a statistic which belongs to the family considered by [4] and has vi # 0. 
The statistics for which the V vanish are, however, equivalent to Rao’s 
statistic in the sense (I) (i.e., the left side of Inequality (1.20) is zero); they 
are inferior to Rao’s statistic in the sense (II), provided C, = 0. 
Remark 1.2. If Rao’s statistic is locally superior to 1, as a test statistic, 
then 
8(Pz(S, a) - P,(6, cr))/&? vanishes at 6 = 0. (1.22) 
If (1.22) holds, the function (P$(& a) - P2(6, M)) is smooth in a 
neighbourhood of 6 = 0 and A,, is inferior to Rao’s statistic either in the 
sense (I) or in the sense (II); then Rao’s statistic will be locally superior to 
A,, as a test statistic. Condition (1.22) is to be regarded as a generalisation 
of the asymptotic local unbiasedness (we say that the both-sided test based 
on W, is asymptotically locally unbiased up to o(n-‘) if aP,/aS and 
dP2(6, cl)/&? are zero at 6 = 0). If (1.17) holds d,, d2 are free from a, then 
aPI/& at 6 = 0 vanishes iff d, = - &(L3 - 3C) I-‘/*. 
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We now give another interpretation of Rae’s conjecture that Ai is likely to 
be focally superior to AA and 12 (see [ 10, 111). We say that the statistic A,, is 
inferior to Rao’s statistic in the sense (III) if for each non-zero 6, 
lim (Pz(6, cz) - P2(6, c())/(z’#(z - 16 ( I”‘)) > 0, 
a-0 
(1.23) 
and it is inferior to Rao’s statistic in the sense (IV) if the ieft side of 
Inequality (1.23) is zero and 
lim lim (P:(& tl) - P,(6, c1))/() 6) 4(x - 16 1 I”‘)) > 0. 
6+02-O 
(1.24) 
It should be emphasized that unlike [3], the last two definitions do not 
require that the both-sided tests based on W,, and W’, are asymptotically 
locally unbiased up to o(n-‘). It is shown in Section 3 that if Vf 0, then A., 
(in 9) is inferior to Rao’s statistic in the sense (III); in particular, Rao’s 
conjecture is true according to the new interpretation. If V= 0, C, = 0 and 
either v3 or v5 is non-zero, then 1, is inferior to Rao’s statistic in the sense 
(IV). Thus the failure of condition (1.13) is equivalent to the inferiority of I,, 
to Rao’s statistic as a test statistic according to the second optimah’ty 
criterion. 
2. SOME GENERAL RESULTS 
Let (L,) be a sequence of statistics such that there exist a sequence (Z?,,) 
of sets, a sequence { W,,} of statistics and polynomials k, (i= 1,2, 3,4; 
j= 1, 2) of a single variable 6 wee from n and a) satisfying (1.4), (1.5) and 
Eqs. (2.1) to (2.6) below. 
= I m 4(t) dt + n-l”#(a) -b + $ J,-,(a) k,,/r! (I r=l 1 
+ n-Id(a) -c + tab2 - b i J,(a) k,,/r! 
r-= I 
+k12 + Vl(a)W22 + (k,,)‘) 
+ iJ2(aNk32 + 3k2, k,, 1 
+ kd3(a)(h2 + W2, 1’ + 4k,, k,,) 
+ &(a) Jh h + hJs(a)(k31)2 1 
+ o(n-‘), for each 6 and constants, a, b, c free from n. (2.1) 
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2k,,(l)=k,,(O) P, (2.2) 
6k,,(2) = (3Lll-t 2L, - 3C) z-“2 + k,,(O) 1, (2.3) 
3kzl( 1) = (J?, - 3C) I-’ + 2k,,(0) 11’2, (2.4) 
k,,(r)=0 if ra3; k2, (r) = 0 if r>22; 
k,,(r)=0 if r> 1, (2.5) 
kQ( 1) = k4*(2) = 0. (2.6) 
In (2.1), the symbol J, denotes the Hermite polynomial of order r, i.e., for 
each real t, 
J,(f) 4(f) = (- 1)’ d’&fWf’, ral,.J,=l. (2.7) 
It will be assumed that Eqs (2.1) to (2.4) hold with W,, and k, replaced by 
e and ki., respectively (following [3], we adopt the convention that any 
upper suffix i will indicate that W, is replaced by WA for i > 1). Thus results 
about c can be obtained from those about W,,. 
Now let d,, ej (i= 1, . . . . 6; j = 1, 2) be fixed constants free from n and 6; the 
d, are, moreover, free from a. Let the constants bi, ci, b?, c’ (i== 1, 2) be 
chosen so that they are free from n and 
P,,,(W,,>z+n-“*bl +K’c,) 
=P,,(~>z+n~“‘b:+n-‘c:) 
= 4ct + &)[n-“*(d, + d2z + d3z2) + nP’e,] + o(n-‘), 
P,,,(W,,< -z+n-“‘b,+n-‘c2) 
=P,(q< --z+nP1/2b~+n-‘c~) 
=4c(+~(z)[n-“2(-d4+d5z-dd6z2)+n-’ezJ+o(nP’). 
It then follows from (2.1) (with 6 = 0) that 6, and bz are polynomials in z 
of degree at most 2 and that 
b,(O) = -4 +k,,(O) -dku(O), 
W)=~L(O)-4, (2.8) 
b,(2)=&&,(0)-4; 
the expression of b2 can be obtained from that of b 1 by replacing z, d, , d,, 
d, by -z, d4, d, and d6, respectively. Equations (2.1) to (2.4) then imply 
that condition (Cl) of Section 1 holds. Let the coefficient of n -’ in 
P,.( W, > z + n-“*b, + n-‘cl) be denoted by +4(z - 8Z”*)(e, + SQ1 + 
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6*Q2 + 0(a3)), where Q, and Q, are free from 6 and are polynomials in z. It 
is immediate from (2.1), (2.5) and (2.6) that 
Q, = -f(b,)* Z1'2+bl[kll(0)Z1'2-~kl,(l)+~k2,(0)Z1'2 
+ H1 -z2W21(lkk3,(0) 1”*)1 +k,,(l I- #22(O) 
+ ~~l,~~~~2~~1’2+~C~~22~~~+~,l~~~~ll~~~- (+&2(O) 
+~*l(0)h(Ow’21 ++dz(Z)r4k,,(l)+ 12k,,(l)k,,(O) 
+ l%,(O) k,,(l) - W,,(O) + 12k,,(O) k,,(O) 
+ %JW*) Z1’21 + &J&Wkz,(O) b,(l) 
+ 2k,,(l) k,,(O) -4k,,(O) k,,(O) 11’21 + AJdz, 
x (%1(l) h(O)- 5W,,(W* W, 
Q,=zb,[-k,,(2)+k,,(l)Z”*-tk,,(O)Z] 
+b,Ck,,(l)Z1’*-5k2,(0)zI+k,2(2) 
+ zCh(2) + t&,,(l))* + k,,(O) k,,(2) 
-(~k32(1)+k21(0)k,,(l)+k2~fl)k,,(O))Z”~ 
+ HMO) + Wx(0))2 +Jk,,(O) &1(O) Z)] 
- (h(l) + k,,(O) k,,(l)) I”* +4(k,,(O)+ 3k,,(O) k,,(O)) Z 
+k’&)Ck,,(l) k,,(l)+k,,(O) k,,(2)+,,(0) k,,(l)z’” 
-k,,(l)k,,(O)Z”*+kz,(O)k,,(O)zl. 
(2.9) 
One can verify that Q, and Q, are polynomials of degree at most 4 and 3, 
respectively, and that 
Q,(O) = k&l) - bk,,(l f + C&,2(01 + #dW2 
- 4k22(0) - &(k3,(0))* - @f-J z1’2 
+ #j,(O) - 3d,)(L, - 3c) I-‘, 
Ql(l)=%Ck31(0) k21(0)-2k32(0)-6dld2] 1”’ 
+ &z(l) - ;(k,,(O) + d2)(L3 - 3c) z-l, 
Q,(2) = ik& 1) - $kd2(0) Z”2 + &(k3,(0))* z1’2 
- +k3,(0)(L3 - 3C) I-’ - I(& + 244) I”~ 
+ $(d, - d,)(L, - 3C) z- l, (2.10) 
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Q,(3) = -dzdjZ1’* + &d,(L, - 3C) I-‘, 
Q1(4) = -#Z”* + id3(L3 - 3C) I-‘, 
Q,(O) = k,,(2) - +kk,,( 1) P2 + &k3*(0) I- &k2,(0)(L,, + c) I-“* 
Q~(1)=~k~~(2)-~k~2(1)Z1’2+~kk42(0)z-~k3,(0)(~,1 +c)z-“* 
- &(L, - 3C)2 Z-* + ;(L,, + C) d,Z-I’*, (2.11) 
QJ2) = t(L,, + C) dJ”*, 
Q,(3)=;(L,-3C)*Z-*++(L,,+C)d,Z-I”. 
By replacing Z’ by ( - l)‘+ ’ zr for r 2 0 and then replacing d,, d,, d3 by d4, 
d, and d6, respectively, one can obtain the coeffkient of n-l in 
Pe,( W, < -z + n-“‘b, + nelcz). Hence we get 
P2(6, a) = i(z) exp( -$S*Z)[e, exp(6zZ”‘) 
+ e, exp( - 6~1”~) + &4, + h2A2 + 0(S3)], (2.12) 
where the term O(h3) is a power series in 6 and A,, A, are polynomials in z 
of degree at most 4 and 5, respectively (see also (1.18)); moreover, 
A,(O) =&&-dl)[3(d4 + d,) I”‘+ (L, - 3C) I-‘], 
A,(V=(~kk,,(O)k,,(O)-gkk,,(O)-d,d,-d,d,) ‘I= 
+ k,,(l) - $(2kzJO) + d, + d5)(L3 - 3C) I- ‘, 
A,(2)=#+2d,d,-d;-2d,d,)Z’/* 
+ &d, + d6 - d3 - d,)(L, - 3C) I-‘, 
A,(3)= -(djd3+dsd6)Z1’2+;(d2+dS)(L3-3C)Z-1, 
A,(4)=~(d,-d,)[3(d,+d,)Z”Z-(L,-3C)Z-1], 
A2(0) = 0, 
A,(l) =kn(2) + Wdl)-Ml)) P2 + l&(O) 
f 4(MW’ - k22(0) - i@3d0))2 - 46: - $41 Z 
+ #k3,(0) -d, - d,)(L, - 3C) I-“* 
- jkk,,(0)(L,, + C) I-“‘+ f(L,, + C)(d, + d4) Z-l’* 
- #Lx - 3C)2 I- 2, 
(2.13) 
A,(2)=(d,d,-d,d,)Z+;(d,-d,)(3L,, - L,+6C)Z-I’*, 
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A,(3)=~~k,,(l)~“~-~~ik42(0)I+$(k~1(0))~z 
- $kk,,(0)(L, - 3c) I-“2 -#+d:+d,d,+d,d,)I 
+ $(d, + d4 - d, - ds)(L3 - 3C) I- 1’2 
+ ;(L,, + C)(d, + d6) 1-l’* 
+ &(L3 - 3cy I-* 
If,(d) = (d,d, - d2d3) I+ $(d, - d,)(L, - 3C) I- “*, 
A2(5) = - ;(d: + 4) I+ b(d3 + d6)(L3 - 3C) I-“*. (2.14) 
Since the k, are polynomials in 6, it follows from (1.18) that condition (C2) 
of Section 1 holds. We therefore get the following lemmas. Below 
C1j C,, C, and C5 will denote constants depending only on {f (x; 8)) and 
V, , V2 will denote non-negative constants depending on W,, which vanish for 
R- 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) Suppose that 
;kk,,( 1) - ik&O) 11’2 + &(k3,(0))* I”‘- $k3,(0)(L3 - 3C) I-’ 
= c2 - ;( ye0 V)’ z7’*, (2.15) 
where V is a constant depending on W,, and {f (x; 0)) which vanishes for 
w,. Then the left side of Inequality (1.20) is 2(y, VZ2)2 and so A,, is inferior 
to Rao’s statistic in the sense (I) if ye, V # 0. 
(b) Suppose that 
k&) + (2kdl) -k&l)) P2 + C&,2(0) + tVMW2 
- k22(0) - #kj,(0))2] I+ $kj1(0)(L3 - 3L,, - 6C) Z-“2 
=G+g(v-Y;oh~ (2.16) 
where g is a real-valued function. If V = 0 and 
g(O) = 0, (2.17) 
then I, is inferior to Rao’s statistic in the sense (II) 
LEMMA 2.2. Equation (1.22) holds iff 
(k,,(o) k21(0) - &do)) P2 + %2(l) 
= k21(0)(L3 - 3C) I-‘. (2.18) 
Let 
P,(6, c() = #(z - H”2) (2.19) 
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where the Qj are free from 6 and are polynomials in z. Assume that 
kl2(r) = 0 if ra4; k,,(r) = 0 if rk3 
h(r) = 0 if r>2; k,,(r) = 0 if r>, 1. 
(2.20) 
It is now easy to verify from (2.1) that 
Q, = - (R)2/2 = - (3L,, + L3)2 Ip”2/72, (2.21) 
Q4 = jX(k,,(2) - jk2,(1) P2 + dk,,(O) Z) 
= [(9L:, -L:) + 6C(3L,, + L3)] zl- l/72, (2.22) 
R=k,,(2)-~kk,,(l)Z1’*+~k3,(0)Z, 
Q3 = &[6k,,(2) - 3k,,(l) Z1’2 + k3,(0) Z] Z1lz + kJ3) 
- fCkA2) + hU))2 + 2k,,(O) k,,(2)] 1”’ 
+zk11(l)k,,(2)+~Ck,,(l)+3k2,(0)k,,(f) 
+%,(l) k,,(O)1 I+ SCz’- 1) k,,(l) k,,(2) 
-zCk2,(0)k,,(2)+k2,(l)k,,(l)lz1’2 
- $(z’- 1)C3(kz,(1))2 + 4k,,(2) k3,(0)] 1”’ 
+ zC%,(O) k,,(l) + 2k,,(l) kj,(O)lI 
- idka(O) + W,,(W2 +Jk,,(O) h(O)1 13’2 
+ $(z’- 1) k,,(l) k3,(0) I- &k2,(0) k,,(O) Z3’2 
- &(z’- l)(k3,(0))2 I)“. 
Hence it follows that 
Q3(0) = k,2(3) - +kk2,(2) Z1’* -t ikj2(1) I- &kA2(0) Z3’* 
-4(3L,, + L3) d, - $(L, - 3C)(6L,, + L3 + 3C) Z-3’2, 
Q,(l)=-i(3L,,+L,)d,, 
Q&) = (k,,(2) - &a(l) z1’2 + #h,(O) O($L(O) -fk,,(O) 1”‘) 
= &(6L,, + L3) L3Z-3’2. 
(2.23) 
Assume that 
Q3(0) is a constant depending onfy on {f (x; O)}. (2.24) 
We therefore get the following lemma. Below g, and g, will denote real- 
valued functions which vanish at 0. 
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LEMMA 2.3. (a) Under the assumption of Lemma 2.1(a), the left side of 
Inequality (1.23) is 4 16 I(re, V)’ Z”* and so 1, is inferior to Rao’s statistic in 
the sense (III) provided ye0 V # 0. 
(b) Suppose that (2.25) to (2.27) below hold. 
V= 0 =B (2.18) holds, (2.25) 
i/k*,(2) - $Q,( 1) z”* + ikk4*(0) I- ik,,(O)(L,, + C) z-l’* 
= c4 + g,(v), (2.26) 
k,*(l) -i&*(l)+ [&42(O)+ $(~*,(ON2 
-gc**(0)-&k~~(0))2]z1'2 ++&,(o)(L,-3c)z-' 
= c5 + g*(o) - Y& v2. (2.27) 
Zf V = 0, then the left side of (1.24) is y& V2 and so I, is inferior to Rao’s 
statistic in the sense (IV) provided ye0 V, # 0. 
(c) Suppose that 
v=o and v,=O~Q,(o)=o. (2.28) 
Then Ps(6, a) and P,(6, a) are identical. 
3. PERTURBED MLE’s 
Consider the family 9 of statistics described in Section 1 and let (A,, > be 
in 8. Our aim is to show that the coditions of Section 2 are satisfied for A,, 
provided certain regularity conditions on (f (x; f3)} hold. Let K, n be the 
ith “approximate cumulant” under 19, of W,, and assume that 
Ki,.=k,+n-“*kil+n-‘ki2+o(n-‘), i> 1, 
k,,, = 6Z”*, k,, = 1, k,, = k,, = k,, = 0, 
k,=O for j=O, 1,2 and i>5, 
(3.1) 
the k, being free from n. Assume that in a neighbourhood of O,, 
m,(O) E 0, m,(0) + Z(0) = 0, (3.2) 
and that the Edgeworth expansion of the distribution funciton under 8, of W,, 
obtained by the formal delta method is valid (see Cl, 21 in this connection). 
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Appendix 2 gives the expressions for this Kj,,; to that end, one first 
replaces the Hi by their Taylor’s expansions involving the dj, where 
Aj=n-“2 ~Dilogf(xj;l?,)-nl,* 
( i (3.3) 
1* = rni( e,), i> 1, 
and then rewrites W, as follows. 
W,=6Z”2+A,Z-“2+n-“*[u,GA,+u262+u,6A, 
+u,6+o,A,A,+u,A~+u~A~+u~A~+u~A~ 
+n~‘[x,GA,Az+x26A~+x,6A,A,+x,62A, 
+x,~~A,+x,~~+x,~A;+x~~~A,+x~~A,A~ 
+ xloh2 + x,,6A, + x1,6A, +x&A; + x,,6A, 
+x,~~+Y,A,A:+Y,A:A~+Y~~:+Y,~:~, 
+Y,A,A:+Y~A:+Y,A,A~+YS~:+Y~~: 
+Y&, +.~11421+4d (3.4) 
(for each real 6), the constants ui and xi being bounded functions of n; 
Appendix 1 gives the expressions for the ui and xi. It is then easy to verify 
that (2.1), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.20) hold. Appendix 2 yields 
k,,(l)=o,z+v,(m;-L,,), 
k,,(2) = vl(m; - L,,) z+ o,P+ oj(m; - Lo,)2 + (+L,,, + I’) z-l’*, 
k2*(0) = 2(o,Z+ u,L,,) z-‘/2, 
(3.5) 
k,,(l)=2v,(W&-L (Jo, + L,,) z”2 + 2v2P’2 
+ 2v,L,,(m; - L@Jol) z-1’2 + (I’ - 2L,,) I-‘, 
I&(O) = 6(v,L,, + u,Z+ u,Lf,Z-‘) + L3Z-3’2; 
here and below the primes stand for differentiation with respect to 0 at 
0 = OO. Assume that 
m;=L,,+L,,; (3.6) 
then (2.2) to (2.4) hold. 
To establish (2.15) and (2.16), first note that 
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k32(1)=(L;-3L2,-312)I-3’2+3Vi[L21+312 
-2(L,o,+Lo2-L;,)+L11(L3-4L11+2r)I-1] 
+6v2(L3+21’-4L,,)+6v,L,,[312+L2, 
-2(L,ol +Lo2-L;,)] I-’ +6v:[I(L,2-12) 
+ 3Lf,] 11’* + 24i~:I~‘~ + 24v:L:,&, - I’) I- ‘I2 
+48v,v2Ll,13’2+24v,v3[I(Loz-12)+L~J LllI-“2 
+48v2v3L~,Z”2+6[3y,L~,+3y2Ll,I 
+y,(~;-Loool+2~,,,)I+y5(2~;-2Loool+L,,,)Llol 
+ 3y&,I-‘l, 
k,2(0)=(Lz,-312)I-2+ 12v1(L2, +z2+L3L,,z-1)z-1’2 
+ 24v,L,I-‘I2 + 24v3(L2, +I’) LllI-3’2 
+ 12v~[I(L,, -12) + 3L:,] + 48v;12 
+48v:(Lo2-12)L~,I-1+96v1u2L111 
+~~v,v,[I(L,,-I~)+L;~] L,,I-‘+96v,v,L;, 
+24cy,L:, +y2L1~I+y312+y4~lo~~ 
+y,Lf,, +y6L:pJ I-‘/2, 
k,,(l) = v,(L;, - Lm - L~,+12)+v2(r-2L,,) 
+v3(Lb2+2m;I-2L,,, -2LoolI)+y,C2L,,(m;-L,,) 
+ (Lo2 - 1’) II +y2(2Lll +m; - LooI) I+ 3y312 
+y,(m;-L,,+2L,,,)I+y,[2(m;-LL,,)Ll,, 
+ (&lo* - J% III+ 3y6(Loz - 12)b4 - L,, 1 
+.hJ+hAm; - Ld 
k&) = 2Cv1&, + 1’) + u2 ~3 + u3w1, + 2~1, I) 
+Y,(~(t~2-~2)+2L:,)+3y2Lll~+3y3~2 
+3Y,L,olI+Y,(I(L,,-L~,)+2L:,,) 
+~Y~(L~~-I~)L,, +Y~~I+Y,,L,,] I-‘/* 
+ vf(I( L,, - 12) + L:, ) + 2u:z2 + 2v$ Lo* - Z2)2 
+U~~+U:(~,2-~2)+~UlV,~,l~+~u,v,~,,(~,2-12) 
+ ‘&V&, + 2U,V,L,, , 
683/25/2-5 
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k,,(2) = f(r” - 4L;, + 2L,o, + 2L, -2P) z- 1 
+u1[(41’+L,,-4L,,)L,,z-‘~2 
+ (2L;, - 2m; - 2L101 + rn; + LOW, - 2LOz + 2Z2) F2] 
+ 2u,(41’ + Loo1 - 4L,,) 1”’ 
+2U~[2(L~l-L,o,-L,,+Z2-m~)+m~+L,,] L,,Z-,/* 
+ v:[z(L,2 - Z2) + 3L&] + 4u;z3 
+4V;(L02-Z2)L;,+8VluzL,,Z2 
+~u,u~[Z(L~~-Z~)+L~,] L,,+~u~u~L:,Z 
+6ylL;lZ*‘2+6y2LllZ3’2+6y3Z5’2 
+ 2Y4CLo1 + 2(m; - L,, )I J312 + 2y5(4 - Lml 1. 
(m; - Loool + 2L,0,) Z112 + 6y6 L:, Z-‘12. 
The left side of (2.15) is 
&[L, - 3Z2 + 4(L; - 3L2, - L4)] z-3’2 - &L,(L, - 6C) z-5’2 
+ (YJ+ 2y5-h)(4 - Lml - Llol), 
V being as in (l.lO), and so (2.15) holds under the assumptions that 
4=Loool +Lol, (3.7) 
L;, - L*o, -L,, - L,, + cL,,z-’ =o. (3.8) 
Similarly, 
&&3,(O)) z1’2 - &,(0)(L3 - 3C) I-’ + k,,( 1) 
- +k22(o) z”2 + Q(k2,(0))2 z1’2 
= - $L,( L3 - 6C) I- 5’2 - f(yoo V)* 1”’ - +y& V, 
+ ~,(G, - LlOl - Loz-L2, +cL,,z-‘) 
+ UJ5b2 - &J,, -L12+cL:,z-,) 
+ (YJ+ 2~~L,,,)(mi - ~ml - Llolh 
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v, = (0: + 2y;,o;z2) 15’2, 
$,,(2) - $kk32( 1) z1’2 + $d2(0) I- &‘(0)(Ll’ + C) z-1’2 
= [$(rl- 4L;, + 2L,,, + 2L,2 - 212) - f(L; - 3L,, - 312) 
+$(L4-3z2)]z-1-~(L11+C)LJ2+$g(V), 
g( V) = y;, vz5’2 - Cl vz”2. 
Equations (2.15), (3.7) and (3.8) now yield (2.16) and (2.17), under the 
further assumption that 
Lb2 - 2Lo,1 - L,2 + CL;, z-2 = 0; (3.9) 
moreover, 
c, = (4r’- 2L\, + LlO, + Lo* - z2 - $(L, - 312) 
+ 3L,, + L, - L;) Z-l - &L3(6Lll + 12C- L3) Z-2. 
We have also verified (2.26) and (2.27) with g, = )g, g, - 0 and V, = $V,. 
To verify (2.24), one need only note that 
k12(3) = -i(Loool + 3rny - 3m;) z-1’2 
++~,[(rn;‘+L,, - 2m;) I- (m; - Looo,)(2m; - Loo,)] 
- 02(2m; - LooI) Z+ u,Ll,(m; + LwI - 2m;) 
+Y&,~+Y2LlJ2+Y3~3 +Y4bJ2 
+Y5GJ+Y&,> 
and use (3.7). Condition (2.25) follows from the fact that 
gc3’(0) k2,(0) z1’2 - &k32(o) z1j2 + &*,( 1) - &,(0)(L3 - 3C) z-l 
= +[I-“2(L’,, -L,,, -Lo2-L21+cL11z-1)-z3y~Ov]; 
one may note here that Eq. (1.22) holds iffy&u, V=O (use Lemma 2.2 and 
(3.8)). To verify (2.28), first note that 
k12(2) = u,(l’ + iLoo,) + $u,(m;l+ Looo, - 2m;) 
2 2 
+Y7Llz+YJ +Y!L,l, 
k,,(l) = 2Cu,(I’- 2L,,) + UJL;, -L,,, -L,, + Z2) 
+ 2y,L,,Z+ 2y*z* + 2y&,] z-“2 
+2[2u,uqL~~z+u,u*(z(L~2-z2)+ L:,) 
+ u2”,z2 + (“2u,z+ u3”,L,, + u3~S(‘h2 - z2)) L,,], 
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MO) = 3[uaL3 + Q(L,, + ZZ) + 2y,L,1Z+ 2y,f + 2y,Lf,] I-' 
+~C~~~U~L~~Z~~~U~(Z(L~~-Z~)~L~~)+~V~~~~~ 
+2u,u~L,,z+2u3u4L:L +2u,o,L,,(Lo2-z*)] zr"2; 
it then follows that 
Q*(O) = $(Y&~' - c, 1 us, (3.10) 
which implies the desired result. Equation (1.9) now follows, since 
P,“(W,>z+n-1’26,+,~‘c,)--P,,(~>z+n-”*b:+,-1c:) 
= qs(z - 6z”2)[y;06{p*z2z7’2 + vv,zz3 + y;ouy’2 
+ +u:z5’* > + d2{ g, vzz1’2 - Sy& vzz5’2 
+to*(C, -Y&Z2)Il. (3.11) 
4. SOME MODIFICATIONS OF ,lz AND 1: 
Following a suggestion of Efron and Hinkley [S], Skovgaard [12] 
studies in Section 6 the conditional null distributions of ,I:, ,I,3 and ,I:, 
where 
1; = (6 f?,y L, L = ED2 logf(x;; e^), 
given the normalised Efron-Hinkley ancillary statistic. He comments that 
“a possibility would be to compare the (asymptotic) power of the tests, but 
a uniform superiority of any of these could hardly be expected.” Hayakawa 
and Puri [S] obtain the expansions of 1: and other statistics, where 
n;=n(e-e,yz(e,), 
and state that (see p. 97) 1: “is more powerful than other statistics for 
parameters of the specified structure and in the region of certain alter- 
native.” We propose the following additional analogues of Ai and ,I:. 
Af: = - (4 - 8,)2 c D2 logf(xi; e,), 
2 
2; = 1 D logf(x,; 8,) 
( >i 
L, 
C D IOgf(Xi; 0,) 2 (?ZZ(d)-'y 
> 
A; = - c D logj(x,; 0,) CD* lOg.f(xi; 0,) . 
> 
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Below we shall compare &he (local) powers of the two-sided tests based on 
the WL, i = 4, . . . . 9, under the assumptions of Section 3 and show that these 
statistics are inferior to 1: in the sense of (I) and (III). 
Proceeding as in Section 3 of [3], it is straightforward to verify that the 
above statistics belong to the family of statistics considered in [4]. Hence 
the coefficients of n-l in the powers of the corresponding tests will depend 
only on their respective u, . The values of u,Z~‘~ for the AA, i= 1, . . . . 9, are 
respectively 4, 0, 1, 4, 1, 4, f, 0, f. We can, therefore conclude that (up to 
40) 
(4 the ph,a,a, i = 1,4,6,7,9, are identical; 
lb) P:,,,.=Pff,s,u; 
(cl PL-PL. 
Thus the performance of A: (as a test statistic), though simpler than AZ, is 
identical with that of Ai; the modified versions of Rao’s statistic using 
observed Fisher information in place of expected Fisher information is 
inferior to Rao’s statistic; similar modifications in Wald’s statistic yield 
better test statistics compared to Wald’s statistic, although they are inferior 
to Rao’s statistic. It appears that in case of test statistics, the observed 
Fisher information has the same effect as the localized Fisher information, 
- c II2 hf(x,; &I), on their local powers. 
APPENDIX 1 
u]= -z-“2-v,l:+2u3(m;-l~), 
u2 = -m;f-‘/2 + $J~Z-‘/’ -o,Q(m;-I:) 
+ u21:’ + uj(m; -I:)‘, 
u3=vl(m;-I:)-2v,I~, 
u4 = - v,l: + v,(m; - l:), 
x1= -2v2+2y,(m;-/:)-2y,I:, 
x2 = y2b4 - 1: I- 3~ J? + y,Cm; - 12 1, 
x3 = -vl - 2y,If + 2y,(m; - 14*), 
X4 = $1-l” + VI 1; - 2v,(m; - I,*) + y,lf’ - 2y51,*(m; - If), 
x5 = 4v,(m; + 1:) + u21: + yl(m; - 1:)’ - 2y,Zf(m; - If) 
+ 3y, I:2 - 2y,lT(m; - 1:) + y,(m; - I:)‘, 
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-~14*I~1~2-fv,(m~+l,*)l~+~v,l~(m~-l~) 
-v~l~l~+v3(m~-1~)(m~+l~)-y,l~(m~-l~)2 
+y21T2(m; - 1:) - y,12*3 + y41:2(m; - 1:) 
- y,l:(m; - 14*)2 + y,(m; - 1:)3, 
X7= -V1-y,l~+3y,(m~-l~), 
x8=tvll:-v,(m;-1:)+2v21:+v,(m;+i,*) 
- 2yl Mm; - I:) + y21f2 + 3y,(m; - 1F)2, 
x9= -Zv,, x,~= -v5, x13= -y,l:, 
x10=~v41~+~v,(m;‘+l,*)-y71~(m~-l~) 
+y81?2+y9(mi-l:)2, 
X II = -v4-Y7~~+2y9(m~-~~), 
x14=y7(mi-l:)-2y81:, 
X 15 = 
APPENDIX 2 
Define 1, as on page 244 of [3]. The following equalities are correct up 
to o(n-‘), unless otherwise stated. 
K,,.=6z”2+n-“2[u262+u,d+v,1,,+v21,+v,1,2] 
+n-‘[G(x,l,, + X212 + X3l,,l + X6d2 +X7102 
+ x9lOII + x,O6 + x,3lOO2 + x,5) 
+Y7’,, +Y8z2+y91,21~ 
K~,.=l~1-‘+2~~1’2[(uIlII+u312)d+v412+v5111] 1-‘12 
+n-1[2(62(x,z,,, +x,12+x81,,)+@x,,I,, 
+x12z,Ol +x,,~2)+v,z2, +v2z3+v3~,2 
+Y,(l,102+21:,)+3Y212111+3Y31: 
+ 3~~~2~~~~ + Y#~&o~ + %,). 
+~Y~~~~~~~+Y,~~~+Y,,~,,) Ir’12 
+ 62(u:l,2 + 1412 + 224, Ujl,,) 
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+2~(~,~,~,,+~,~,~0,+~,~~1*+~3~5~II) 
+ o:(l,l,, + 1;‘) + 241: + 241;, + u:z* + I$,, 
+4~~u*l*l~~+4u,u,ll)~l,, +4u,u,1:, +2u‘ju5l,l], 
K3,n=n-‘i2[l,I-3’2 + 6(0,1,1,, + u,l: + uJ,) I-‘] 
+3n-‘[{6(u,f,,+u,E,+2x,I,I,, 
+2x,1;+ 2x341,0, 
+~~~~:,+~~~~,*~lo,+~~l,~:o,~+~,l, 
+ 4, + 2y,l,l,, + 2&l: + 2y&,} I-’ 
+ {whh(~2~02 + 1:‘) +4ulQ*l,l 
+ 4u,U3&/,, + 4u3U,/21,1 -t 4U3U2/: + 4U3U31:,) 
+4u,u,l,,l,+2u,u5(lJ~2+l:1)+4u2u‘J~ 
+4U2Usl,l,, +403U& +4U3U51021,,} 1-1’2], 
K 4,n=n -,[(14 - 31;) z-l + 12u,(l,,-1,,1,z-1) z-“2 
+24u, l,I-“2+24u,1211,1Z-3’2 + 12u~(f21,, + 31;,) 
+48u:1;+48u:1,,1~,I-‘+96u,uz121,, 
+480,u3(1,,I,,+1~,1-‘) +96u,u&, 
+24~~~1:,+~~1,1,~+~,1:+~41~1,,, 
+y,z:,, +y&,Z-‘) ze2]. 
To get the above expressions of Ki, n, the following moments under e,, in 
addition to those given in p. 245 of [3], are needed. 
Ed, A,A, = O(n-“‘j, 
EA:A,A,=121,,,+21,,llol+O(n-‘), 
EA;AzA, = O(n-,‘*), 
EA:A~=9121,,lo2+61~,+O(n-‘). 
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